
















We often see people procrastinate what should be done immediately. This 
propensity seems to be especially high in Japan as bad loans problem in 1990 
exemplifies. Propcrastinations in collective decision making tend to occur when there 
are many stakeholders. They tend to waste time while trying to avoid responsibility and 
shifting blame to others. In terms of game theory, corresponding payoff structure is 
known as the game of chicken. This game has pure strategy efficient equilibria and 
mixed strategy inefficient equilibrium. Under the best-response dynamic popular 
become stable, depending upon whether or not role-contingent strategies are available. 
Whether or not payoff irrelevant role of players, such as role of main-bank and/or role of 
person in charge of the case , are respected by fellow players may decide the ultimate 
outcome of the game, hence the extent of procrastination. We discuss relationship 
between this observation and institutional characteristic of collective decision making 
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  ͱߟ͑Δ͜ͱʹͳΔɻ ʢͭ
·ΓɺݸਓϨϕϧͰ͸७ਮઓུΛ࠾༻͍ͯ͠Δ͕ɺࣾձͷதͰ೚ҙʹऔΓग़ͨ͠ҰਓͷϓϨΠϠʔ͕ʮৡา͠
ͳ͍ʯͷ͸
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